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ABSTRACT

Background: The sports facilities for the tennis game in the form of a net and two poles symmetrically mounted on the right and left in accordance with the dimensions of the field are not ergonomically designed. The dimensional design of the pole is very varied and using materials that are not standardized. The sports facilities of tennis game are only designed for its function, but it has not considered the ease, speed, and convenience during assembling and disassembling by workers. It was found that the net pole ballast system exceeds the capabilities, limitations, and human capacity. Workers who perform assembling and disassembling activities of tennis facilities are found unnatural movements in their body. It reduces the quality of their health. Thus, it is needed to redesign tennis sports facilities with ease and needs of users in order to improve the health of workers through the reduction of fatigue, musculoskeletal disorders which result in an increase in convenience of work.

Object: The subjects in this study are the workers who assemble and disassemble net and the poles in tennis sport. It starts from taking the sports facilities of the barn into the field, assembling the net and the poles on the right side and the left symmetrically. Criteria of the place used as a point of sampling is a closed field designed specifically for sporting activities with different types of games.

Methods: This study is an experimental research by using subject design. Subjects were selected by using random sampling. Samples of 144 people had met the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Results: The results showed that there is significantly increase with an average score of general fatigue amounted to 24.65%, consisting of activity fatigue by 26.60%, exhaustion by 23% motivation, and physical exhaustion by 24.31% (p <0.01), whereas the decrease in musculoskeletal disorders amounted to 23.98% (p <0.01). So overall, with an increase in work health, with the increase of worker comfort in assembling net and the poles the tennis game amounted to 21.69% (p <0.01).

Conclusions: Redesigning Participatory-Ergonomics-Based Sports Facilities is able to improve the quality of healthcare that can be seen from the reduction in fatigue, musculoskeletal disorders and the increase of convenience of work. Participatory ergonomics approach not only can redesign facilities, but also can increase the worker’s roles in the improvement of the physical health of workers.
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INTRODUCTION

Each worker always wants a guarantee of excellent health and being fit on each activity. Many facilities are designed only to consider their function and ignore the operational-procedure-based work attitude.

In tennis game, sports facilities used commonly are in a net, two poles mounted on the right and left symmetrically in accordance with the dimensions of the field, and the ballast on the bottom of the poles.

The availability of the net can be purchased on the market freely. However, the pole to unfurl the net is not yet available and mass-produced. Thus, creativity is indispensable for the users to design the net, poles, and the support pillar so that the net can be stretched in the middle of the field symmetrically and strongly. The length and width of the net have been standardized, but the choice of materials, ballast dimensions, and the maximum heights of the net pole size materials have not been standardized. This raises many variations, modifications to the design, the size of the net pole, and ballast as the desire and free creativity of the user. These vary in design lead to a decrease in work health impact. Another effect is the work attitude, which is unnatural for lifting loads exceeding the maximum capability of workers. There is a movement that is not effective in the right hand and left hand, causing the hand movements in the cross and being repeated so that the process of assembling and disassembling of the net takes quite a long time. This condition causes discomfort and early fatigue. The cumulative disorders impact on the quality of work health.

The preparation of sports facilities for playing tennis occur at least 2 times, morning and
afternoon, each day (12 times per week). At noon, the place is used for different sports. Although this activity is considered easy and simple, the process which is carried out repeatedly requires very serious attention to the attitudes and movements to enable workers not to get an excessive additional load. The less ergonomic of work facility impacts on non-optimal labor productivity results and potential injuries on specific body parts due to work activities that are not balanced with human limitations.1,2

Complaints felt by the worker after assembling and disassembling tennis sports facilities is excessive dehydration. This means the discharge or sweat from the body, thus it requires mineral water or containing isotonic. Fatigue that is perceived is different in each work cycle. The absence of a standard mechanism of assembling and disassembling causes imbalance work and not ergonomic. Physical fatigue also adds to the slowdown of work activities. Fatigue also affects the motivation of the emergence of ineffective movements.

A tired condition is caused by the complaints felt by workers who come from the muscles and bones, including joints and surrounding soft tissues that arise from setting up facilities of tennis game that requires excessive energy consumption. Fatigue that occurs continuously causes musculoskeletal disorders.

Musculoskeletal disorders occur because workers are doing unnatural movements such as bending, squatting, excessive lifting, and walking while turning the body. Bending activity at the workplace should be minimized or even eliminated because it can cause interference on the musculoskeletal system.3 The analysis of the most effective way to measure the level of work performance is by the ergonomics approach.4

Tennis sports facility requires a redesign that comes from the idea or input of workers in order to accommodate the aspirations of various grievances felt by workers when completing the task. Participatory ergonomics approach is an approach that is based on the concept of development and a single application to the implementation and evaluation. However, while a participatory approach is generally seen as helpful, sometimes the benefits arising from the invention participatory are little or nothing, and often lacking in the quality evaluation because the evaluation has no impact on earnings or, without evaluating, the company has been profitable.5

Participatory ergonomics aims to identify and analyze the risks faced by human labor, and can dig the design and implementation of best working methods. It also aims to reduce accidents caused by the use of unnatural work postures and constructive atmosphere of psychosocial work in a sustainable manner.6,7 The purpose of the redesign is expected to improve processing time and use the body becomes more natural. An indicator of quality improvement of healthcare work can be seen from a decrease in fatigue, musculoskeletal disorders that ultimately impact on increasing convenience of work. Indirectly, if the worker has been in a comfortable position, then the worker motivation and productivity can be increased. The process of humanizing happens so the ability, skill, and human limitations become major factors in designing new working facilities.

The purpose of ergonomics intervention is to achieve logical and appropriate relationships with workers, machinery and work organization.8

METHOD
This study is an experimental research by using subject design. Subjects were selected by using random sampling. Samples of 144 people had met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Control variables are age, work experience, the level of health, environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, wind speed, light intensity, and noise), and the independent variable (the redesign of work facilities). The dependent variable is the quality of health (fatigue, musculoskeletal disorders, and convenience of work).

Stages in participatory ergonomics activities include the measurement of the worker’s body dimensions, then the calculation of the percentile (5%, 50%, and 95%). Together with the workers, it was done brainstorming to get input on facility improvement plans to be more comfortable in working as expectation and actual conditions in the field. Disclosure issues were assisted by using Ishikawa diagram. Prioritizing improvement of several alternative design solutions to problems was based on feedback that had been compiled from users. Prioritization of issues used the Nominal Group Technique (NGT). In making action plans, it was used 5W2H approach. The steps undertaken were: (1) Create and test the design of new facilities (2) Determine the maximum weight of the load to be designed on the net poles (3) Determine the type and characteristics of the material to be used (4) Create a standard operating procedure based on work activities to facilitate workers in assembling tennis sports facilities (5) Evaluation and observation of posture and movement at work to find movements which are comfortable, safe with occupational risks as minimal as possible (6) Together with the workers, disseminating the Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) to other workers in the implementation of assembling the net and the poles of tonnis game.

Measurement of subjective fatigue used a questionnaire developed by the Subjective Rating Self-Test on Industrial Fatigue Research Committee (IFRC) Japan.\(^8,9\) Consisting of 30 items of rating scale into three categories; weakening of labor activity, motivation reduction, and physical fatigue.\(^10\) Measurement musculoskeletal disorders used a questionnaire of Nordic Body Map with the ranking scale,\(^11\) while the convenience of work level was measured by a questionnaire distributed freely by comparing statements before and after the new facility of work design.

**RESULTS**

**Redesigning of the net poles of tonnis game**

After creating a plan of action using 5W2H approach, it can be determined some alternative fixes and some of the wishes of the workers in order to facilitate the implementation of assembling the net and the poles in the tonnis game. Some expectations that can be assembled are the part of a process of participatory ergonomics, such as strong materials, light ballast on the net poles, a place to put drink bottle, an ease to assemble and be disassembled, a poka-yoke system, a removable locking system, the type and characteristics of the safe and comfortable materials, a special handle which facilitates the process of bringing the material. Some input from the user is then translated into the design of new facilities net pole.

Based on Figure 2, the sports facilities for conventional Tonis game are a net with a standard size, the net pole height of 85 cm, ballast weight of 16 kg using paving size 20x20 cm amounted to 8 units (@ 2 kg). Pole height can be adjusted according to the need because there are two bolt locks. At the bottom, there is a rectangle of 50 cm × 30 cm, equipped with four small wheels Φ 6 cm, two front wheels are provided with a locking spot. Assembling and disassembling sports facilities for tonnis games can be done by 1 person.

Based on Figure 1, the conventional sports facilities for tonnis game are a net with a standard height of 85 cm and a length of 1304 cm, net pole height of 100 cm, tires weight filled with 70 kg concrete. A minimum of 2 people is recommended to assemble and disassemble sports facilities for tonnis.

**Health quality: fatigue**

There is an increase in the quality of health workers after using the new facilities (Table 1). The reduction in fatigue is due to the improvement in the organization of work, the natural posture of working, using hand muscle appropriately according to the ability to lift weights. Movements are more economical by optimizing the net pole thrust, so it reduces the workload on both hands when carrying the load.

Statistical analysis of worker fatigue showed that there are significant differences. Worker fatigue has decreased in the form of general fatigue, activity fatigue, motivational fatigue, and physical fatigue with p <0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Change (%)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General fatigue</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>96.07±1.78</td>
<td>24.65</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Facilities</td>
<td>72.39±4.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity fatigue</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>32.43±1.07</td>
<td>26.60</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Facilities</td>
<td>23.80±1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational fatigue</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>31.91±0.44</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Facilities</td>
<td>24.57±2.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical fatigue</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>31.73±0.84</td>
<td>24.31</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quality health: musculoskeletal disorders and convenience of work

Redesigning tennis sports facilities using participatory approaches ergonomics is able to improve working movement, the work attitude as the movements are more economical. Looking at the average score of the decrease of musculoskeletal disorders, the workers feel healthier. The body parts measured on assembling and disassembling activities of tennis sports facilities, are a) part of the trunk muscles; the upper neck, lower neck, back, waist, buttocks, ass, b) muscular upper extremities: left shoulder, right shoulder, upper left and right arm, left and right elbow, left and right forearm, left and right wrist, left and right hands, c) lower extremities: left and right thigh, left and right knee, left and right legs. Based on Table 2, the results of statistical analysis of musculoskeletal disorders of workers indicate that there are significant differences. It can be said that the workers’ musculoskeletal disorders were declined when assembling and disassembling between the conventional facilities and new facilities design results (p <0.05).

The decrease in worker fatigue and musculoskeletal disorders impacts on improving the convenience felt by the workers. Convenience occurs due to various constraints and problems that had been obtained solutions that consider the user desires without forgetting the primary function of the net pole design. An extra facility such as a place to drink mineral water placed on the lots arranged in a square of the ballast provides more value for others. Until now, the ballast on the pole is only used to support the net so that it can be securely attached. In addition, due to the addition of gallons of mineral water as much as 19 liters when fully loaded, load parcels are reduced. Another function of gallons of mineral water is an ease for players to drink, especially novice players who still need a longer adaptation because the environment is still extreme and the body has not been acclimatized.

DISCUSSION

In general, the concept of participatory ergonomics has been developed in some countries, but the conditions between other places are very different. This difference is because of the characteristics of workers, workplace culture, and human behavioral patterns in the work. In America, participatory ergonomics is used on a macro level for the development and implementation of technology. In Europe, the ergonomics approach is applied to the ergonomic intervention level with the key factors that involves the entire decision. In Indonesia, participatory ergonomics can be developed on any activity technology design and development of industrial products ranging from small, medium, until the industry by PT category. 

Designing products by considering some of the inputs to the workers or the perpetrator will directly impact on the sustainable guarantee of using the new tool. Ideas that use this part are in the form of workers’ creativity and innovation that is valued by management in the form of direct implementation in the form of a new facility design. The participatory approach is a key to the success of the development scheme because the process of finding the problem and solutions independently raises awareness to preserve the findings for long periods of time. Participatory ergonomics approach also aims to increase the utility in the development of ergonomic aspects of work and workstations. It also aims to promote the initiative of workers to achieve the best solution to improving the working facilities. The participatory method provides a new experience in the form of worker participation to improve the workplace.

Fatigue is a symptom of the decline in work performance. Fatigue is divided into two, namely fatigue in peripheral body and fatigue in the nerve center of the brain. In general, fatigue starts from the muscles that interact directly with the load from outside the body or the feeling experienced by workers in workload. Cumulative fatigue occurs and lasts until the completion of work activities or during breaks of the recovery of muscle power. In this study, the difference in the value of the maximum fatigue occurs in each settlement process of assembling sports facilities of tennis game or after 15 minutes of work using conventional facilities. Reduction in fatigue occurs due to the improvement of various aspects, such as work organization improvement, working in more natural posture, using hand muscle appropriately and according to the ability, consideration of the economic value of the movement, and a reduction in workload.

Various improvements made on the basis of participatory ergonomics are translated into redesigning new products such as net pole and ballast for tennis sports games. Direct involvement by workers provides benefits, such as breaking down some barriers, identifying problems, and choosing an alternative solution to determine the new draft.
that is considered suitable. The decrease fatigue can occur in manual work, repetitive, and sustainable. In this study, the change in the value of general fatigue felt by the workers by 24.65%.

Improving the quality of health through the reduction of fatigue is caused by repairing working facilities. Some of the complaints caused by unnatural body posture during the process of assembly and disassembly of tennis sports facilities are also improved as evidenced by a decrease in worker complaints. It also has an impact on changes in work organization. The unnatural attitude to the body of workers began to decrease. Subjective complaints can be caused by unnatural working attitude and inadequate working conditions. In general, the work can be maintained within a few hours per day without fatigue if the power used does not exceed 80% of maximum muscle power. It is possible that the use of muscle power in the first period during the assembly and disassembly of tennis sports facilities exceed the limit of maximum lift, i.e., when lifting tires contain 70 kg of concrete. Tires containing concrete should be moved by sliding or being rolled, so it reduces the power of elevating activity of the workers.

Applying ergonomics concept is useful to identify musculoskeletal disorders and biomechanics load from the beginning. In order to achieve safe, comfortable, healthy, effective, and efficient working conditions, it is required a redesign by using the principles of anthropometry. Anthropometric data can be used as the basis for the design of the working facility design. One indicator of good work facilities is the impact on the reduction of musculoskeletal disorders.

Musculoskeletal disorders can occur to workers during physical work activities and it would be quicker felt when workloads exceed the maximum working load of workers. Musculoskeletal disorders in this study had an average of 76.00 ± 3.25 at the beginning of the period, then, after the intervention, the average amounted to 57.77 ± 3.99 or decreased by 23.98%. This condition is caused by an intervention, the average amounted to 57.77 ± 3.99 or 70.30 ± 2.73 in the period II. In other words, there is an increase of 21.69% convenience of work. This condition is caused by redesigning work facilities using anthropometry approach humans and translating the user desires to redesign the technical characteristics of sports facilities of tennis game. Working facilities in accordance with anthropometry can increase convenience. It is said to be comfortable when workers are protected from changes in the environment and can survive for a certain period. Humans can be convenient if they are able to survive on fluctuated energy, heat, cold, noise, vibration on the actual condition of the surrounding environment. Utilization of anthropometric data should consider the size percentile because it will increase the precision of the interaction of man and machine. Implementation percentile is used to ensure conformity of the size of the product in order to obtain user comfort. Percentile applications have been received and the applicable to the public in order product design to be called ergonomic.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Redesigning participatory-ergonomics-based sports facilities is able to improve the quality of healthcare that can be seen from the decline in the general exhaustion of 24.65% consisting of 26.60% activity fatigue, 23.00% motivational fatigue, and 24.31% physical fatigue, 23.98% musculoskeletal disorders, and 21.69% convenience of work. The participatory ergonomics approach not only can redesign new work facilities by taking into account wishes of the user, but also can improve the role of workers in improving the quality of physical health. To obtain comprehensive results, the suggestion for future research is to include consideration of the health quality of mental and psychological factors of employees. The mental condition of the workers is important for further investigation because of the very complex effects of working facilities to improve the quality of health. Thus, the safe and comfortable working conditions can be maintained and controlled. Another suggestion is the need to evaluate the choice of net poles with material properties that remain strong, not brittle, as well as user-friendly during the process of assembly and disassembly.
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